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NOT a new health issue 

• Man, medicine and the environment 
(Dubos, 1968)

• The environment and human health 
(Boyden, Med. J. Aust., 1972)

• Good planets are hard to find (Kickbusch, 
1989)
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Dahlgren and Whitehead, 1991 





Tandberg – The Age



Ecological surprises

“The cod fishery … 
probably all the 
great sea fisheries, 
are inexhaustible, 
that is to say that 
nothing we do 
seriously affects the 
number of fish”

TH Huxley, 1881



Ecological surprisesThe “cornucopian enchantment”
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Ecological surprises

collapse



Social (“socio-ecological”) 
surprises - historical

Easter 
Island 
vs 
Hawaii

1862 conflict: drift netters vs long liners



Socio-ecological surprises -
Australia

Colonisation, settlement

Rural dislocation / abandonment, despair, 
suicide

Boat people response?



“The  … cod have virtually disappeared  … leaving 
behind a trail of unemployment and anger”

Socio-ecological 
surprises – overseas



Not taking (ecological) precautions

• Over-clearing – salinity
• Greenhouse gas emissions – climate change
• Mad Cow Disease
• Factory farming (chickens, cattle, pigs)



“climate change is worse than terrorism” 
(David King – UK Chief Scientist)

does not world-scale climate change and 
ecosystem degradation suggest the proximity 
of limits?
could near-limits - and the “stickiness of 
history” - produce chaos?
could world –scale terrorism be an early 
symptom?



Key challenges to sustainability

Social incomprehension - denial, 
complacency, conceit (delusion) of 
independence from nature (urbanisation)

Scientific incomprehension –
reductionism 

“Tragedy of the commons”



Key challenges to sustainability?

Genuine uncertainties – especially of 
social consequence, lead time (long… how 
long?)

Opportunity cost (including “war on 
terror”)

Risk of “entrapment” – checkmate





What can be done?

Ros Kelly’s lament –

take this issue very seriously

look for multiple benefits (eg cycling/public 
transport)

look for allies in other parts of government? 
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Current policy


